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At TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC

our primary mission is to help the 

client with their paranormal 

concerns. We research the 

background of the property, 

gather data during an onsite 

investigation, review that data to 

determine if any paranormal data 

was captured, and provide the 

client with a report of our findings. 

We also use this time to educate 

our clients on the paranormal field 

and helping to ease their fears.

We would love to assist you with 

your paranormal needs. To learn 

more about our services, ask us 

questions, or to request an 

investigation click here. 

Click here to read the newsletter 

Disclaimer.

TnT Paranormal Happenings

November is upon us and man it sure snuck up on us this year.  The air has turned colder, 

skies are gray, and the trees are almost bare.   Thanksgiving is right around the corner which 

means gatherings with family and friends.  We wish you and yours a Happy Thanksgiving!

This month we are wrapping up the 2016 Paranormal Lecture Series.  We will be at the 

following Orlando area libraries: Eatonville Branch – 11/10; West Oaks Branch – 11/14; and 

Alafaya Branch – 11/21.   Don’t miss out on this last library program of the year.  We hope to 

see you there!  We would also like to thank all of the librarians and patrons that supported a 

lecture in 2016.  We hosted over 3 dozen programs in two states.  We look forward to the 

2017 season.  If you want to see us at a library in the Orlando or Chicago areas make sure 

to tell your local librarian!!!!

We have a lot of interesting articles in November 2016 issue, including: Reincarnation; New 

York Fort Ticonderoga; Geiger Counters; and an interview with investigator with investigator 

Dee Gentile with Orlando Paranormal Investigations.  If you are a budding author, or even an 

experienced one and would love to have your article in our newsletter, please let us know.

We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please keep us in 

mind if you hear of anything. To learn more about us you can go to our website, group page 

on FaceBook, Team page on Facebook, or Twitter (@TnTParanormal).

Happy Thanksgiving!!!!!

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
http://www.tntparanormal.com/
http://www.tntparanormal.com/BumpsintheNight/BITNnewsletter-disclaimer.pdf
http://www.ocls.info/Locations/Woaks/west_oaks.asp?from=vurl_westoaks
http://orlandoparanormal.org/
http://www.tntparanormal.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TnTParanormal/
https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators
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Paranormal “U”

Reincarnation

By Kerri Spillers, TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC - IL Chapter

Reincarnation (per Merriam-Webster’s dictionary) is the idea or belief that people are born again with a different body after death.  Most people 

either believe wholeheartedly in this notion, or completely disagree.  There does seem to be some gray area in this matter, which tends to bring 

up more questions than answers.  Many religions believe in and teach about reincarnation.  The different denominations of the Asian religions 

seem to believe the most in reincarnation.   Not that you need to have a religious belief system or be a spiritual person to believe in 

reincarnation.  Some individuals who are not necessarily spiritual believe in it. Other religions do not believe in the notion at all.  There are 

many books, movies and stories that report individuals having actual memories of who they used to be in past lives.  Is this truly the case?   For 

me, this also makes me question, “What happens to your soul when you die?”  Could the thoughts and experiences you remember as part of 

the reincarnation experience be caused by medical issues?  Do they have some sort of medical issues going on that would make them recall 

experiences that never actually happened to them?      

I was raised catholic.  I was taught that once you die, you either go to heaven or hell.  Sure, I might spend a little time in purgatory, but 

ultimately I will end up in my eternal resting place surrounded by my loved ones who have gone before me.     There was not a lot of room for 

debate on topics such as reincarnation.  I never even thought about the possibility of having a personal experience that would challenge that 

belief system.  I have heard several stories and watched numerous shows about people who claim be reincarnated.  What if that happened to 

me?  My religious upbringing makes me question whether or not this could be true.  I believe most of these people truly believe that they had 

these experiences, but how could that be if what my religion taught me is true?  I believe most people take what they need from their religion.  I 

don’t know many who believe whole heartedly in everything their religion teaches.  I’m skeptical as to whether or not these s tories are true, but 

I’m open to the possibility that they could be true.

The religious information I found on reincarnation was very interesting. The idea of reincarnation seems to have been entertained by most 

religions either partially or completely at some point in time.  It seems the older or more ancient the religion, the more prevalent the idea is 

within the religion.  A few of these are Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism.  The main difference has been explained as thinking in a 

circular pattern as opposed to a linear pattern.  If you believe in reincarnation, your soul can re-enter life either in another human body or that of 

an animal.  This was explained as a circular pattern of beliefs (birth, life, death, re-birth).  If you don’t believe in reincarnation, your belief system 

follows a more linear pattern (birth, life and death).  It is one thing to believe in reincarnation, but to actually have memories of a past life… what 

must that be like?     

One reincarnation story in particular really fascinated me. John Schneider, who played Bo Duke on “The Dukes of Hazzard” was on an episode 

of “Celebrity Ghost Story”.  He described to his mother, in detail, a memory he had of climbing out a window and falling out of the window.  His 

mother informed him that he could not have remembered that because that particular incident had happened to his older brother who was now 

deceased.  How was he able to recall a memory that was not his own?  Had he heard the story from a family member?  What are the chances 

that he had the exact same experience as his brother?  He also reports that he has more memories that are older than the year he was born. 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
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John stated that his mother would always say that he was her little Johnny Michael (which was his brother’s name).    

All the reincarnation stories I read about or listened to were very interesting.  One day I hope we might be able to prove what happens to our 

souls once they pass from our earthly bodies.  I’m not sure if that will ever happen or if we are really supposed to know what happens, but until 

then we can continue to research and try to find answers. I hope this challenges you to take a look at your belief system and helps you to 

consider things from another perspective. So, what do you believe?    

Resources:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZS5ZnddcttI

http://reincarnationafterdeath.com/what-religions-believe-in-reincarnation/

http://www.world-religions-professor.com/reincarnation-karma.html

Contact Us

You can use any of the following mechanisms to contact us:

Contact Us Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/contactus.htm

Event Request Form: http://www.tntparanormal.com/event-request

Email: info@tntparanormal.com

Social Media:

Website: http://www.tntparanormal.com/

Twitter: @TnTParanormal (https://twitter.com/TnTParanormal) 

Periscope: @TnTParanormal

FB Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/146712678732927/

FB Team Page: https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators

Google+: +TnTParanormal

Instagram: TnTParanormal

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/TnTParanormalInvestigators

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZS5ZnddcttI
http://reincarnationafterdeath.com/what-religions-believe-in-reincarnation/
http://www.world-religions-professor.com/reincarnation-karma.html
http://www.tntparanormal.com/membership
http://www.tntparanormal.com/contactus.htm
http://www.tntparanormal.com/event-request
mailto:info@tntparanormal.com
http://www.tntparanormal.com/
https://twitter.com/TnTParanormal
https://www.facebook.com/groups/146712678732927/
https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators
https://www.youtube.com/c/TnTParanormalInvestigators
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TnT Paranormal Asks Dee Gentle

1) Tell our readers a little bit about you and the role you serve in the field of the paranormal? 

I'm Dee, the operations manager, research coordinator, and investigator with c. My husband, Skip, and I operate the team. We have been 

doing residential, private, and public investigations for more than six years. 

2) How long have you been interested in the paranormal and what sparked that interest?  

I have been interested in the paranormal for as long as I can remember. Even as a child, I remember thinking about spirits, and wanting to 

know more. Like many I’m sure, I’ve had unexplained experiences. Things that we could not explain happening in our home, or experiences 

with people in our life who were dying or had passed on. These experiences have fueled my interest. When all the paranormal investigation 

shows hit television, we wanted to be involved in finding answers, and documenting experiences. We joined a team, which we now operate.

3) What makes you and/or your team different from others in the field?

Our team's focus is to research and document paranormal activity. If someone is experiencing unexplained activity, we try to rationally 

explain the phenomena that we can, and/or document their experiences. We approach each case with logic and consideration for the

feelings and experiences of the client. Each case is unique, and treated with care and respect. It is important that people are able to feel 

comfortable in their surroundings; we are dedicated to helping our clients find answers. We do not charge for our assistance.

4) What do you believe is the most common mistake paranormal investigators make? How can they correct that mistake?

I think a common mistake is assigning a paranormal explanation to all of the activity that someone may be experiencing. When going into an 

investigation, it's important to approach the claims, and location with a critical eye. Take the time to see if any of the activity can be 

explained through environmental factors; air conditioning, pipes, time of day., etc. Many times, some of the activity can be 'debunked'. This 

is not to say that a client isn't having activity and experiences, but in their heightened state of sensitivity, they may be attributing common 

occurrences in their home to the paranormal experiences they are having. A level-headed approach is best.

5) In your career in the paranormal have you ever had someone bring up a phenomenon or unusual experience that you had never 

heard of before?

Most of the experiences that have been shared with us are standard in regards to paranormal activity; voices, sounds, objects moving, orbs, 

doors opening or closing, and moving shadows.

6) Any advice for a new investigator getting into the field of the paranormal?

Research best practices would be my first word of advice. Knowing how to approach an investigation will help avoid frustration, and give the 

best results. Then, get yourself a voice recorder. It’s the most basic piece of equipment to document evidence, and relatively inexpensive. 

Many teams offer public investigations, and it’s a great way to get involved with the help of experienced investigators. Most importantly, be 

safe, and respectful of the locations you investigate. 

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
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TnT Paranormal Asks Dee Gentle

7)  What do you believe is the best tool a paranormal investigator can use during an investigation?

My personal favorite is my voice recorder; I wouldn’t go on an investigation without it. I have gotten some great evidence wi th it, and I feel it 

is a more personal way to attempt communication.

8) What is your favorite place/location to investigate?

That’s hard! We have visited some great investigation locations. The Cuban Club was a location with a lot of activity, and we were able to 

get photo evidence of activity we witnessed in the theatre balcony. Our investigation of a local, turn of the century botanical gardens was 

amazing as well, and the first time I experienced physical interaction with a spirit. We like investigating locations with a rich history; the Old 

Clay County Jail and Courthouse, the Italian Club, and the May Stringer House are all locations with an eventful past. There are so many 

places we would love to investigate; my “bucket list” is rather long.

9)  Have you ever had a paranormal experience that “changed” you in some way? Either for the positive or the negative.

I have had two experiences that stick out in my mind as perspective changing; one from a private investigation, and one from a residential 

investigation. When we were doing a private investigation, I was touched twice. I have to say that it was quite startling, and something I 

actually never considered experiencing. It was a feeling I will not forget. 

In addition, during a residential investigation, I witnessed our client communicating with her brother, who had passed on, through an EMF 

device. It was quite awe inspiring, and solidified in my mind why we are doing what we are doing. 

10) How can our readers contact you to learn more about you and the work you do in the field of the paranormal?

You can find us on our website. It’s undergoing an update now, and will be fully featured soon:   http://orlandoparanormal.org/

And on Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/hauntedorlando/    

You can also reach me by email: dee@orlandoparanoral.org

We at TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC want to thank Dee for the interview.  We are honored to call her our colleague and friend.

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
http://orlandoparanormal.org/
mailto:dee@orlandoparanoral.org
http://orlandoparanormal.org/
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Bumps in the Night!!!! 

Disclaimer

Click here to see the disclaimer for Bumps in the Night!!!! 

This disclaimer governs the use of the Bumps in the Night!!!! 

newsletter. By reading this newsletter, you accept this 

disclaimer in full.

We have TnT Paranormal 

t-shirts for sale. Go to 

our Webstore or Café 

Press store to place your 

order TODAY before 

supplies run out!

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
http://traceysellsfl.com/
http://www.tntparanormal.com/BumpsintheNight/BITNnewsletter-disclaimer.pdf
http://www.tntparanormal.com/apps/webstore/
http://www.tntparanormal.com/apps/webstore/
http://www.cafepress.com/tntparanormal
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From the Paranormal Store

Trifield 100XE EMF Meter

by Trifield

The Trifield Meter is a gaussmeter, electric field meter and radio field strength meter in a single 

unit. When measuring electromagnetic fields (EMFs), the primary concern is usually magnetic 

fields, which can be tricky to measure. If a less sophisticated 1-axis gaussmeter is used, a reading 

of zero could result even where the field is strong. A 1-axis meter must be oriented correctly to 

measure the field (which is a vector). The 3-axis Trifield Meter solves that problem by measuring 

the true strength of the field regardless of which way it is oriented. Therefore, the Trifield Meter can 

be scanned rapidly across an area without having to stop at each point to search for the orientation 

that gives a maximum reading. Another section of the meter detects AC electric fields, which can 

exist independently of AC magnetic field. The third section detects radio/microwave, such as from a 

leaky microwave oven. Analog (needle-type) display has very fast response time compared to 

digital. This meter is good for measuring AC (artificial) magnetic fields rapidly, AC electric fields 

rapidly, such as from overhead power lines or improperly grounded equipment. Can locate wiring in 

walls (using the 100XE version) and major RF/microwave sources such as leakage from 

microwave ovens, or the field near cell towers. Operates about 40 hours on replaceable standard 

9V battery, has a low battery indicator. 

• AC magnetic and electric fields are 3-axis, allowing quick accurate readings regardless of meter 

orientation, Two magnetic ranges cover 0.2-100 milligauss.

• Detects the three types of electromagnetic pollution: AC magnetic fields, AC electric fields, and 

radio/microwaves.

• Electric range covers 5-1000 V/m (or .5-100 kV/m with original version of the Trifield Meter)

• 60Hz is for North America and 50Hz is for Europe 60Hz is for North America and 50Hz is for 

Europe

• 9 volt alkaline (~ 40 hour life) / "Low Battery" indicator

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
https://smile.amazon.com/Trifield/b/ref=bl_dp_s_web_2602657011?ie=UTF8&node=2602657011&field-lbr_brands_browse-bin=Trifield
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Tools of the Trade

Geiger Counters

By Bill Krempp, TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC - IL Chapter

In this month’s Tools of the Trade, we’ll discuss the Geiger counter, and how it can be used in paranormal research.  First, what is a Geiger 

counter? It is an instrument used to detect radioactive emissions that was originally developed by German physicist Hans Geiger around 1910 and 

refined 20 years later to the general design we know and use today with slight improvements along the way.

A very simplified explanation is that a Geiger counter consists of a sealed inert gas filled tube that becomes conductive of electricity when it is 

impacted by high-energy particles such as gamma rays or alpha/beta particles. These impacts create an electric pulse that is translated by the 

instrument into either an acoustical click and/or motion of a needle pointer (or digital readout) on the meter, which increases in intensity as the 

radiation increases. 

So how does this instrument help a paranormal investigator?  It is theorized that the amount of detectable ionizing radiation is increased or 

decreased in the presence of a spirit and has been used in paranormal research going back to the 1970’s.  Since ambient radia tion is always 

present as a natural environmental energy, it is easy to speculate that this, along with static charge, air pressure, temperature, light, etc..  can be 

similarly used or changed (directly or indirectly) by a spirit and this instrument can detect those changes.

It is important to note that by itself, the Geiger counter is NOT an absolute indicator of paranormal activity, but when used in combination with 

other environmental detection instrument changes and/or audio/video data, it can help to validate experiences and events. As always, it is critical 

to know how to properly operate ALL equipment, and what expected reading are for different environmental situations to rule out false positives.

This type of device is commonly used for experimental physics research, industrial, medical, and in the nuclear industry. The sensors can be either 

analog or digital, and can range from a hundred dollars to tens of thousands of dollars.  For paranormal research, the cheaper ones are used but 

they still provide the cost effectiveness and sensitivity needed for an investigation.  

References:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger_counter

http://www.explainthatstuff.com/how-geiger-counters-work.html

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geiger_counter
http://www.explainthatstuff.com/how-geiger-counters-work.html
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Ask TnT Paranormal

The following question(s) was/were submitted by our readers, by our online subscribers, or at events. 

What can you tell me about a Sidhe?

Sidhe (pronounced 'shee') literally means "people of the (fairy) hills". It is the Gaelic name for the fairies in both Ireland and the Highlands of 

Scotland.

The belief in the sidhe is part of the pre-Christian religion which survived for thousands of years and which has never been completely wiped 

out from the minds of the people. When the first Gaels, the sons of Mil, arrived in Ireland, they found that the Tuatha De Danaan, the people of 

the goddess Dana, already had control of the land. The sons of Mil fought them in battle and defeated them, driving them 'underground' where 

it is said they remain to this day in the hollow hills or sidhe mounds. The hold that the Tuatha De Danaan had on the Irish mind was so strong 

that the new religion of Christianity could not shake it. In 'The Colloquy of the Ancients' a dialogue which supposedly took place between St. 

Patrick and the ghost of Caeilte of the Fianna, Patrick is amazed to see a fairy woman coming out of the cave of Cruachan, wearing a green 

mantle with a crown of gold on her head. Whereas the fairy woman is young and beautiful, Caeilte himself is old and withered. When Patrick 

enquires of this, Caeilte tells him that: "She is of the Tuatha De Danaans who are unfading...and I am of the sons of Mil, who are perishable 

and fade away". 

A notable feature of the sidhe is that they have distinct tribes, ruled over by fairy kings and queens in each territory. It would seem that the 

social order of the sidhe corresponds to the old aristocracy of ancient Irish families, which is in itself a reflection of the ancient Celtic caste 

system. It is interesting to note that many of the Irish refer to the sidhe as; "the gentry", or people of the mounds, or "The Lordly Ones" or "The 

Good People", Due to their tall, noble appearance and silvery sweet speech. They have their own palaces where they feast and play music, but 

also have regular battles with neighboring tribes. The great fairy hosts seem to be distinctly Milesian, but there are still folk memories of 

perhaps older pre-Gaelic races and their gods, in the form of the 'geancanach', a spirit of Ulster, or the 'cluricaun', of Munster. We must not 

forget also the 'leprechaun', a diminutive creature who is said to know the whereabouts of a pot of gold hidden in local fairy raths. The 

leprechaun could possibly be a folk memory of a dwarfish race of Fir Bolg people who lived in these raths before the coming of the Gaels.

The Irish also sees the sidhe of the subterranean mounds as the descendants of the old agricultural gods of the Earth, (one of the most 

important being Crom Cruaich, the Crooked One of the Hill). These gods controlled the ripening of the crops and the milk yields of the cattle, 

therefore offerings had to be given to them regularly. In the Book of Leinster we discover that after their conquest the Tuatha De Danaan took 

revenge on the sons of Mil by destroying their wheat and the goodness of the milk (the sidhe are notorious for this even today). The sons of Mil 

were thus forced to make a treaty with them, and ever since that time the people of Ireland have honoured this treaty by leaving offerings of 

milk and butter to the Good People.

Jenni Garcia – Lead Investigator, TnT Paranormal Investigators – IL Chapter

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
http://www.pantheon.org/articles/f/fairy.html
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Fort Ticonderoga is a large 18th century fort near the end of Lake Champlain, in the state of New York.  The construction of the fort began in 

1755 with the construction taking two years.  It was an important fort during the Seven Years’ War, which is also known as the French and 

Indian War, which took place between 1754 and 1763.  

Built by the French, it was eventually sieged and taken by British soldiers in 1759 and controlled by local British forces after that.  Strategically 

located, it controlled a river portage on the La Chute River between the lakes of Lake Champlain and Lake George.

During the years of the American Revolutionary War, the fort was taken from the British during a sneak attack by the Green Mountain Boys 

under the direction of Benedict Arnold and Ethan Allen. In June of 1777, the British took the fort from the American Colonists.

The fort ceased to be of any military value in 1781 and the fort was abandoned. Over the years materials were stripped from the fort as it fell into 

ruin.  

Over the past two centuries it was an interest of tourists and travelers in the area.  During the 1900’s private owners of the fort began to restore 

it.  It now functions as a museum and tourist attraction along with being a research center.

It is believed that thousands of soldiers served here from 1755-1777.  Many died at the fort from their injuries but many more died from disease.  

And before any restoration began on the fort, there were many legends and stories about the fort being haunted.

One often offered story is that of a young Indian girl who chose to jump off of a rampart to her death instead of giving in to the demands of a 

man that she did not love.

Other claims include hearing footsteps in empty buildings and seeing strange lights on the property.  Red glowing orbs have been seen in many 

buildings in the fort.  Several apparitions have been seen of both women and a British soldier.  There are also voices heard speaking in both 

French and English.  Doors opening on their own and odd noises that cannot be explained are also experienced.

Ghost Hunters visited this fort in Episode 2 of the 6th season.

Ghost tours are given by, Fort Ticonderoga’s Garrison Ghost Tours, on specific days in the months of July, August, and October. For more 

information on tours and events, one can check them out at: www.fortticonderoga.org or call 518-585-2821.

New York Fort Ticonderoga

Website: www.prestoncastle.com
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When tools are not enough…we want to help quench your thirst for paranormal knowledge.  Our focus is on the softer side of the paranormal. 

The parts you can’t touch with your hands…the parts that make you a more well-rounded investigator.

Each Monday at 8PM Eastern our founder, Melissa Tanner, will be live on Facebook to present a new topic from our Paranormal U program.  

We would like to invite you to attend this training. Provide feedback on the training and to give us ideas for areas you would like to learn more 

about.

Training

Name this Haunted Location
Do you know the name of this haunted location?  Email us with your guess at info@tntparanormal.com. 

Name this Haunted Location from the last 

issue was from Old Gilchrist County Jail, 

Trenton, FL.

Bumps in the Night!!!! November 2016 - Issue No. 74
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Upcoming TnT Paranormal Events

Unless otherwise noted all of the lecture events are FREE to the public. 

We are adding new events all the time, so please keep checking the 

updated list on our website Events Page.

Paranormal Lecture Series:

Course: Paranormal 107

Nov 10 at 6:30PM - Eatonville Branch of the Orange Co. Library, 

Orlando (FL)

Nov 14 at 6:30PM – West Oaks Branch of the Orange Co. Library 

System, Ocoee (FL)

Nov 21 at 6:30PM – Alafaya Branch of the Orange Co. Library, 

Orlando (FL)

Disclaimer:  If it has to do with the paranormal and crowds we'll list 

it here. This list includes Ghost, UFO, and Cryptozoology 

conferences.  We are not associated in any way with any event 

listed and we cannot guarantee any information provided, please 

check with the representing website (and call the promoter if 

possible) to gather full information.

Other Upcoming 

Paranormal Events

November 2016

Event: The Old Mill ParaFest

Date(s): November 12

City, ST: Dundee, MI (Location: The Old Mill Museum)

Website: 

http://oldmillparafest.whindo.com/event/default.aspx?lock=244192

2-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0&key=ba970483c2f2ea1

Investigator Spotlight

Jenni Garcia

Lead Investigator

Jenni was born and raised in Rockford, IL. She has a background 

in Anthropology, Sociology and Fine Art. Jenni is a mother of three 

children, six cats and a dog. As a skeptical believer, she enjoys the 

quest for answers and the adventures along the way. Some of 

Jenni's other interests include; reading, fiber art, photography, 

music and hockey.

http://www.tntparanormal.com/
http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm
http://www.tntparanormal.com/paranormal107
http://www.ocls.info/Locations/Woaks/west_oaks.asp?from=vurl_westoaks
http://oldmillparafest.whindo.com/event/default.aspx?lock=2441922-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0&key=ba970483c2f2ea1

